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IMPP.OVED DIFFUSION

by

Gary D. Doolen

ABSTRACT

Plasma etfects are shown to decrease
both the magnitude of k!~etransverse photon
energy ilensit.yand the rate of diffusion of
this energy.

This paper is a partial summary of a talk
presented ~t the Conference on

Hot.Dense Matter
Monterey, California, November, 19&10



I. INTRODUCTION

Although diffusion codes have been in use for a long time,

most of them ignore plasma eftects which can significantly reduce

the rate of energy trar,sport in the transverse photon field,

This reduction is important when fiuo/kt > .1, where m., is the

plasma radius frequency, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the

iibsolute temperature ancl2mfI is Planck’s constant. Since

= 4rNez.: ~—, (where N is the free electron density, e is the

electror: charge and m is the electron ma~s), the reduction is

important for high densities and/or low temperatures. Unln?ss

these plasma effects are included, even exact frequency dependent

opacities cannot produce correct diffusion results.

In order to demonstrate the importance of plasma effects, a

simple approximation to the index of refraction is assumed.

?lodifications in energy density, group velocity, al~dRosseland

means are noted, A few comments concerning a more accurate index

of refraction are made at the end of this note.

11. MO1311~ICA’~IONOF ENERGY 1.)EP4S7,TY

l’ht~cneuqy density in a blackbody radiation fi~ld in a

material with index of retraction, n, is:

(1)

1



(2)

The only differences between (2) and the blackbody radiation

energy density in a vacuum are the factors involving Lhe square

root and the absence of frequencies below W. in the plasma.

Eq . 2 is plotted in Fig. 1 with and without this square root

factor. In a material with n = (1 - 2Uo /u2)1/~ , waves with u

< M. are evanescent and do not propagate; waves with w > UO

have a decreased energy density. The area between the two curves

in Fig. 1 represents the difference in energy density between a

vacuum and a plasma. For Fig. 1, it was assumed that

fluo/kt=2. In Fig. 2, the frequency-integr,~ted diffeL-ence is

plotted as a function of 4i’oo/kt. This figure demonstrates that

the equilibrium energy density in a plasma should nok be assumed

to be the same as the equilibrium energy density in a vacuum. In

diffusion, the energy transported is propot’tional to tileenergy

difference between two zones. It this energy difference is

calculated fou a vacuum instead of a plasmal the result can be

incorrect by an order of maqnitude.

The improved cl]ergy density (2) car~be ;~paratl~llinto a part

associated with the electric field, a part a:;sociatwl witl~ the

Imagnetic ticld, arida l]aL”tass~~ial ~d with P.])(’‘2~12(~tL-!>ll klIIC2tiC

Prleugy,(2) ‘t’hi:;separation is l:jspl.?(;ii~lly irltf~~(jst inq t.oEllosv

who lik~ ko keep triickof l:l~ctrol]enl}rjy. ~’hi:j1?lt)~?tl:[>lllJllPL:Jy

associatcf,lwith transverse l~ll?ctrt3111L~(;net.ii’WJVCS slln).il~i!M?adilufl

to t!leclectrnn cn(?t:qywhicl) is usuall!f includu(”lin JI1 m~uat j1311

Of Sk~t~.



2 2 + ~2c2
10 = LIJo . (3)

Hence the electromagnetic waves have a group velocity of

C(l
2 1/2- uo2/u ) ● (4)

This requires that the waves travel slower through a plasma than

they would through a vacuum.

IV. MODIFICATION OF THE ROSSELAND MEAFI

The above ideas can be incorporated into a calculation of

modified Rosseland means in such a way that they can be used by

diffusion codes to obtain better results. The proceflure to do

this using r12= 1 - U.2/lu7appears to hav~ been proposed first

by Aharony and O ner3. Their ratio of modified to unmodified

Rosseland means is

r= lti’’exp(fiw/kt)dw

>=
0 k,,)[exp(fi’ti/kt)- 112

—
J(l-mo 2/~,l?)exp(fifti/kt)d~~

fm .-
:U
o k,,)[pxp(hm/kt)- J]”

(5)



To calculate correctly energy densities, group velocities

and Rosseland means, the frequency-dependent index of refraction

or dielectric constant must be calculated trom first principles.

This calculation has not been completely formulated, although

various approximations have been proposedl.” Certainly the index

of refraction will depend on the atomic composition of the

material and the material temperature as well as the material

density. Hence, a general, material independent formulation is

pot possible. Detailed calculations are required for each

material, It is hoped that consistent procedures can be

developed soon so that plasma effects (>n transport properties c1:l

be

‘1.

1.

“1
,4 .

1.

4.

accurately modcletl.

L.D. Landau and i:.Yl. J,ifshitzl ~lectrodynamics of CGntinuf7us
Media, pe~gamof) Press, 1975, p. 368.

——
——.

c. 13ekefi, Radiation Processes in Plasmas, .John :iile~ & Sons
l’~66, p, 111.
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FIGURE 1

Equilibrium !ladlatlon Energy Density
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FIGURE 2

Fraction of Vacuum 81ackbody Radiation Absent in a Plasma
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